Across the restful and infinitely modulated green of orchard and shade trees, of cotton, alfalfa and barley fields, of orange groves and feathery palms, the eye is led to a distant horizon of rugged mountains, where shifting light and shadow make an endless play of color, astonishingly vivid to a traveler new to desert landscapes, and unceasingly attractive day after day—this is the Salt River Valley of Arizona.
Desert Inn
Phoenix, Arizona

On the Highway to Health
HAVEN OF REST, under the most healthful and wholesome auspices, awaits you at Desert Inn. Here your tired nerves and restless body will be soothed and refreshed by God's own sunshine and buoyant air. In the generous lap of Nature's most bountiful realm, where her best and most reposeful treasures contribute to life and health, we have founded the mecca for those who would travel "on the highway to health."

All of the remedial and restorative elements of Nature are here combined with the comforts and facilities of an institution that is complete in every detail. Food, exercise and treatment are all balanced to meet the requirement of each individual, and a most home-like and cheerful atmosphere prevails throughout your stay at Desert Inn.

Here beneficent Nature forgives those who have transgressed her immutable laws and generously gives her best to aid their speedy recuperation. Assisted by the professional and considerate offices of this institution, nourished and stimulated by wholesome and appetizing food, and encouraged by every psychological and physiological means of modern practice, the restoration of your health at Desert Inn is practically assured.

The most eloquent tribute, to the curative powers of Desert Inn, is paid by the many guests who found their health here, years ago, who now return for a brief stay each year to ensure their keeping it. They are all warmly enthusiastic over the help we lent in winning back their health, under such cheerful conditions, without having had to go through the unhappy experience of a dreaded "cure."
DESERT INN is located about six miles out from the City of Phoenix, in the heart of a fertile grove of ash and pepper trees whose beautiful foliage charms the eye and provides a cool and inviting shade. Oranges and Grape Fruit, in profusion, lend their fruit and the perfume of their blossoms to the beauty of the scene, while the mountains form a picturesque background that never ceases to fascinate. Hence, our guests are near enough to the city to enjoy every convenience that it affords and yet are far enough out in the country to enjoy the purest and best that Nature has to give.

Desert Inn is a large and beautifully constructed brick building with every modern convenience and comfort provided for. There are a number of luxurious guest rooms on both floors, a large reception hall, furnished with an eye to good taste and restful comfort, and a large wide veranda that is always invitingly cool and comfortable. Artesian wells provide fresh and pure drinking water. Baths are equipped with running hot and cold water at all times.

An attractively wholesome dining room and modern sanitary kitchen occupy a separate building which affords a delightful view and a keen enjoyment of every meal. A delightful colony of cozy cottages and bungalows, comfortably and tactfully furnished, is provided for guests who prefer the added privacy and freedom that separate quarters afford. These have been designed and equipped by a physician with an expert knowledge of the requirements that would lend the maximum benefits of combined outdoor life with indoor conveniences.
GROUPS OF COTTAGES ON THE DESERT AT DESERT INN